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WHAT YOU’LL READ ABOUT THIS WEEK:

Many new companies who are also large marketers have become publicly
traded or indicated plans to do so. Their disclosures show that these
companies typically allocate substantially greater shares of their revenues
to advertising than more mature companies.

Separately, with the U.S. Upfront TV marketplace winding down, we look at
historical data showing the limited relationship between spending
committed when the Upfront marketplaces are negotiated and the
revenues that networks ultimately generate.

—

The first half of 2021 ended with a significant volume of IPOs which were

highly relevant to marketers.  While many would have focused their

attention on advertising technology companies, such as Integral Ad

Sciences which listed at the end of June, arguably a bigger story for the

industry relates to the massive levels of spending on advertising by other

companies – some well known and some less so.



Among the companies listed or filed to become public since December of

last year, which provided detailed information in their prospectuses, we

can identify at least a dozen companies that have incurred more than $100

million either last year or in 2019.  Three among this group filed to become

public or started trading at the end of June – Didi Chuxing, Legalzoom, and

Robinhood.  This group followed Airbnb, Applovin, Bumble, Doordash,

Kuaishou, Poshmark, Playtika, Skillz, Squarespace, and Wish.

On the one hand, it is unsurprising to see rapid growth from newly public

companies: typically it is the fastest-growing private companies that

become public ones.  Towards those ends, median company growth in ad

expense during 20202 was 28.8%, similar to the 30.9% increase in revenue

these companies posted.  On the other hand, the stand-out data point is that

among this group, the median company allocated 26.8% of revenue to

advertising expenses last year, with a range of between 3.6% and 103%

(meaning more money went to advertising than was generated in revenue).

These levels are substantially higher than comparable figures for more

mature companies.  In support of this point, we have established an

experimental data set covering thousands of companies based on data

aggregated by Refinitiv paired with our own modeled estimates. While

CPG, Leisure, and Luxury are among the most advertising-intensive

categories, none come close to the levels set by the newly public

companies.   Overall we can see that the typical company among this group

allocates only 2.4% of revenue to advertising.



Source: GroupM estimates based on aggregations of data from Refinitiv

Some of the newly public companies may eventually spend smaller shares

of their revenue on advertising as they establish their brands and mature

as companies.  On the other hand, it’s also more likely that most of this

group will sustain current levels of spending, as such levels are likely

ingrained in their business models.   To the extent that there are scores – or

even hundreds – of other relatively new large companies which are

presently private and which currently spend on advertising at similar


